The gut barrier and the fate of engineered nanomaterials: a view from comparative physiology†
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The structure of the gut barrier and luminal chemistry in non-mammalian vertebrates and invertebrates has been given little attention with respect to the dietary uptake of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs). This review compares the diversity of gut anatomy in selected species used for regulatory toxicity testing, especially in relation to gut lumen chemistry and the behaviour of ENMs, and the gut as a barrier to ENMs. High ionic strength, the presence of divalent ions and organic matter promote particle aggregation in the lumen. The redox chemistry of the gut offers reducing conditions for ENM transformation, and corona formation will depend on the gut contents. Areas of low pH in the gut lumen in several species will promote the dissolution of metallic ENMs. There is a protective unstirred layer over the surface of the epithelium that may concentrate ENMs. Some organisms, especially vertebrates, can slough mucus to remove this adsorbed nanomaterial and lower bioavailability. Invertebrates also have protective layers of cuticle or peritrophic membranes that will modulate ENM uptake. Paracellular uptake of ENMs is unlikely. Transcellular uptake via vesicular-dependent pathways remains the most likely route across the gut epithelium. Most species have receptor-mediated endocytosis pathways and/or macropinocytosis in the gut epithelium. Crucially, many invertebrates have another potential pathway via ‘intracellular digestion’ uptake routes leading into the gut epithelium, and with gut associated immune cells being a potential route for ENM translocation across the epithelium. The basal lamina provides another barrier prior to the internal compartments of many animals. The features of the gut lumen and epithelium can limit the uptake of ENMs across the gut barrier in vivo, although some ENMs are detected in the tissues. Invertebrates also have the ability for biogenic mineral formation at the nano scale inside tissues. In conclusion, despite the diverse structural anatomies of the gut barrier of animals, some common features in the gut lumen chemistry tend to promote particle aggregation and settling onto the gut surface. The functional anatomy ensures the gut remains a formidable barrier to ENMs, and with some potential novel uptake processes in invertebrates that are not present in vertebrate animals.

Environmental significance

The bioaccumulation of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) through aquatic or terrestrial food webs is a concern. However, the diverse structure of the gut barrier and luminal chemistry in the animal kingdom has been given little attention with respect to ENMs. A few key factors such as luminal pH, redox chemistry, ionic strength, and the organic matter in the gut enable some cross-species consideration of the hazard of ENMs. Differences in gut structure also achieve a functional physiology where the gut is likely to be a barrier to ENMs. Most species have receptor-mediated endocytosis pathways and/or macropinocytosis in the gut epithelium, but invertebrates are also at extra risk due to additional uptake routes involving cells that are used for ‘intracellular digestion.’

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/d0en00174k
1. Introduction

The use of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) has increased exponentially in the last decade, with the materials finding new applications in a wide variety of industrial sectors. Inevitably, ENMs are predicted to be released into the environment and exposure modelling suggests that ENMs and/or their transformation products will be found in all the major environmental compartments (i.e., air, water and soil). The predicted environmental concentrations in surface waters in Europe are around the μg L\(^{-1}\) level or less, and at μg kg\(^{-1}\) concentrations in soils, especially where sludge disposal to agricultural land occurs. Recent measurements in surface waters, at least for a few ENMs so far, are broadly consistent with the predicted concentrations. Thus, it is expected that biota will routinely be exposed to parts per million (microgram) concentrations of ENMs in the long term.

In the environment, ENMs are unlikely to remain in their pristine ‘as produced’ state, but will usually be subject to both chemical and physical transformations. These transformations can include alteration of the particle’s composition, including the surface of the particle core, or any surface coatings on the ENMs; with subsequent effects on the agglomeration and aggregation behaviours of the materials, and/or dissolution of the particles, as well as changes in their chemical reactivity. Data suggests that these nanomaterial transformation processes are determined by both the physicochemical properties of the ENMs and the characteristics of their environment that are important in the behaviour of colloids (e.g., pH, ionic strength, the presence of natural organic matter). So, as is the case for traditional chemicals, it is expected that the environmental conditions will influence the fate and behaviour of ENMs in the ecosystem of concern. It has also been suggested that the chemical reactivity and colloid behaviours of ENMs in the environment will also influence their bioavailability to organisms, especially at critical external barriers such as the gills of fishes, or the human lung.

However, the gut as a barrier has been given less attention, despite concerns that dietary exposure is likely a main route of exposure to wildlife. Aquatic mesocosm studies have shown that ENMs are deposited in sediments and biofilms resulting in contamination of the base of the food web. The trophic transfer of ENMs from primary producers to aquatic invertebrates has also been demonstrated in the laboratory. Fishes will also eat food contaminated with ENMs (TiO\(_2\), Ag, ZnO, carbon nanotubes). Similarly, in terrestrial ecosystems, invertebrates such as earthworms will ingest soil contaminated with ENMs, and potentially initiate a food chain hazard to predators. However, studies on the ecotoxicity and bioaccumulation of ENMs have been criticised for focussing on a few organisms that are used in regulatory toxicity tests. In contrast, the essence of legislation on environmental protection has always been to ‘protect most of the organisms most of the time’, and so some consideration of the vast biodiversity of wildlife is needed with respect to ENMs. There are far too many taxonomic groups and species to address concerns organism by organism. Instead, from the viewpoint of comparative physiology, biodiversity can be rationalised into a handful of basic body designs where form (structure) and biological function (physiology) are in harmony. The concept of ‘form and function’ is readily extended to toxicology, where adverse alterations in structure (pathology) and function (pathophysiology) informs on the hazard.

The overall aim of the current review is to focus on the importance of the gut as a main biological barrier to ENM uptake by wildlife, and to address those concerns for a wide variety of organisms by also considering the ‘body plan’ which in traditional comparative physiology refers to the ‘structure’ of the body and the arrangement of any tissues or organs therein, and how the structure of the organism relates to function. The specific objectives are to: (i) explore bioavailability in the gut lumen from the view point of diverse luminal chemistries of organisms and colloid theory, (ii) highlight the concerns for ENM uptake across the gut epithelium for different designs of gut anatomy, (iii) consider the fate after crossing the gut barrier with respect to the different body plans of animals and the internal organs. The ‘gut barrier’ is often considered in terms of the physical barrier of the intact epithelium that separates the external environment from the underlying tissue and the internal body fluids or equivalent serosal compartment. Here we also take a physiological approach, where, functionally, the various extracellular matrices that form layers in the lumen (e.g., the cuticle of invertebrates, mucus secretions of vertebrates) contribute to the overall barrier properties and the characteristics of uptake of substances across the gut.

2. Gut lumen chemistry and the bioavailability of engineered nanomaterials

A prerequisite to uptake or toxicity is that the external surfaces of the organism are first exposed to the hazardous substance. This notion has been applied to ENMs at the surface of fish gills, the human respiratory epithelium, and to some extent to the mammalian or human gastrointestinal tract. However, the bioaccessible fraction(s) of ENMs in the diverse gut chemistry of biota, and subsequent bioavailability to the tissue, has been given much less attention. The key steps in the uptake of an ENM across gut epithelium include the: (i) movement of the ENM by diffusion and other behaviours from the bulk of the luminal fluid into the unstirred layer (USL) on the surface of the gut epithelium, (ii) interaction of the ENM with the unstirred layer and the associated mucus, or any other extracellular
matrix that may constitute a barrier close to or on the epithelium, (iii) binding to the surface of apical membrane of the gut epithelial cells, then uptake by various membrane transport pathways into the cells, (iv) intracellular trafficking, and (v) active export against the electrochemical gradient from the cell into the serosal compartment (Fig. 1).

The first few steps leading up to the delivery of the ENM to the apical membrane of the gut epithelial cells (i.e., adsorption to any external protective layers and bioaccessibility to the cell surface) will be considered here. First consider the importance of colloid theory to the behaviour of ENMs in the gut lumen. Engineered nanomaterials generally form suspended dispersions or emulsions in water. They are not truly dissolved in the aqueous phase, except where atoms or ions are released from the particle surface by dissolution (see reviews by Handy et al.11,31). It is possible to make seemingly ‘stable’ dispersions of ENMs in liquid for applications in the food or drinks sector, dentistry and oral medicines. For example, the dispersion of colloidal silver products in sodium citrate solution. However, while such a liquid may appear homogeneous, it is still a dispersion, not a solution of ENMs. Consequently, in principle, the behaviour of the ENM in the liquid environment of the gut lumen will be partly explained by colloid chemistry as outlined in extended DLVO theory [after Derjaguin and Landau (1941), and Verwey and Overbeek (1948)].31–33 Engineered nanomaterials will move in the liquid phase by Brownian motion (i.e., diffusion) and periodically collide with each other in the dispersion. If there is enough energy in the dispersion, the particles may then
2.1. Effect of pH in gut lumen on the behaviour of engineered nanomaterials

First, consider the effects of gut lumen pH on the propensity of ENMs to aggregate according to DLVO theory, and/or to dissolve. The effect of luminal pH on the behaviour of the ENM will depend especially on the chemical reactivity and the point of zero charge (PZC) of the material. With respect to acidity, the concerns are that the very acidic conditions will either degrade or modify the surface of the particles, resulting in changes in the behaviour of the material. For example, low pH can promote the dissolution of metal ENMs by acid hydrolysis of the metal surface (e.g., Cu NPs). For the latter, the particles may shrink (smaller diameter) due to dissolution, or could completely dissolve over time. For ENMs deliberately manufactured with an organic coating (e.g., carboxylated polypeptide side chains attached to a metal core, lipid coating, etc.), the acidity may modify, or even completely degrade the organic coating. If the coating is polar or charged to give the ENM the ability to disperse in biological media (like charges will repel to aid dispersion), then this functionality would be lost and the material would precipitate onto the gut surface.

The pH values in the stomach of carnivorous vertebrate animals with acid digestion can be as low as pH 2–3 (Table 1). Although, in the terrestrial vertebrate animals, the precise pH might vary with the age of the animals and type of food (e.g., in birds), In contrast, for the terrestrial invertebrate animals such as earthworms, snails, isopods and honey bees, the gut lumen is less acidic with the lowest pH values around pH 5; with the possible exception of Caenorhabditis elegans where the posterior intestine can be around pH 3.5 (Table 1). Dissolution and/or the degradation of any surface coating on the ENM will also depend on the residence time of the ingested material in the acidic part of the gut. Gut transit time is influenced by many factors including body size, ration size, the type of food eaten, and body temperature.

The residence times of food in the stomach is typically a few hours in vertebrate animals (fish, <8 hours; birds, 6–9 hours; chicken, 0.5–1 hour in the proventriculus; humans, 0.5–5 hours). Some species, like geese have relatively short gut transition times (several hours), with relatively low digestion efficiency, while vultures for instance may have gut residence times of >24 h. In contrast, gut transit times in invertebrate species are much less. Indeed, for invertebrate species the entire gut transit time can be from minutes (e.g., < 30 minutes in Daphnia, ~35 min for springtails) to several hours (e.g., in earthworms, aquatic worms). At neutral pH in saline conditions the maximum dissolution rates of metal NPs are typically at the μg min⁻¹ level, and even if acidity increased this one hundred fold, this would still only represent around milligram amounts of dissolved metal in the gut lumen. For nutritionally required metals such as Zn or Cu, where a few mg per day are needed for animal health, such releases would be of no consequence. However, in the case of a trace metals that are known to bioaccumulate or are toxic, such as Cd released from CdTe quantum dots, then a repeated dose of a few μg with each meal could present a long-term hazard. In contrast, some metal oxides are resistant to acidity and tend to show low dissolution in gut salines (e.g., TiO₂). The higher temperature of the mammalian gut compared to cold blooded animals may also enhance dissolution of the ENMs, since in simple dispersions increased rates of dissolution with rising temperature can be demonstrated.

Regardless of the dissolution mechanism, this highlights that the luminal chemistry may lead to a dissolved metal fraction that is available for uptake by solute transporters in the gut lumen (Fig. 1). For dissolved metals, bioavailability depends on the chemical speciation of the metal and the presence of competing cations in the media such as H⁺.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism (species)</th>
<th>Chemistry aspect critical in DLVO theory</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Ionic strength</th>
<th>Divalent ions</th>
<th>NOM/other colloids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Earthworms</strong> (Lumbricus terrestris, Eisenia fetida, E. andrei)</td>
<td>Stomach: 5.4–6.0</td>
<td>6.3–7.3 (ref. 173)</td>
<td>NaCl, ND</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 4 ≥ 0.5 mg g(^{-1}) (ref. 174) Simulated gut fluid, 3.6 mmol L(^{-1}) Ca(^{2+}) (ref. 65).</td>
<td>NOM from ingested soil. Also mucus, monosaccharides and glycoproteins. (^{175})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aquatic polychaete worms</strong> (Lumbriculus variegatus, Arenicola marina)</td>
<td>Oesophagus: 6.5 Intestinal content: 7.0 (ref. 150)</td>
<td>NaCl, ND</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>The gut content is 70–85% algae. (^{176}) Possible algal exudates and colloids from ingested water. Concentration of high molecular amino acids 58–215 mmol L(^{-1}), and high molecular organics, 85–233 mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 177). Concentration of surfactants ~13.3 mM (ref. 178).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Roundworms</strong> (Caenorhabditis elegans)</td>
<td>Anterior pharynx, 5.96 ± 0.31; posterior intestine, 3.59 ± 0.09 (ref. 179)</td>
<td>NaCl, ND</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Freshwater snails</strong> (Physa acuta, Lymnea stagnalis)</td>
<td>Oesophagus, 6.9–7.2; gizzard/crop, 6.4; pylorus, 6.6; intestine, 7.1 (ref. 66)</td>
<td>NaCl, 35 mmol L(^{-1}).</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 2.7 mmol L(^{-1}).</td>
<td>Surrogate artificial alimentary solution, (^{66}) Surrogate artificial alimentary solution, (^{66}) Mucus and associated glycoproteins.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrestrial isopod</strong> (Porcellio scaber)</td>
<td>Mid-gut, 6 Hindgut anterior part, 5.5–6.0; hindgut posterior part 6.0–6.5 (ref. 46 and 67)</td>
<td>Fore- and mid-gut, 244.5 ± 6.1 mmol L(^{-1}) NaCl (ref. 180).</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>Around 10 mmol L(^{-1}) concentrations of surfactants in the hindgut. (^{87})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water flea</strong> (Daphnia magna)</td>
<td>6.8–7.2 (ref. 181)</td>
<td>NaCl, ND</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>Filter feeder on algae. Possible algal exudates and colloids from ingested water.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Springtail</strong> (Folsomia candida)</td>
<td>Anterior midgut and hindgut, 5.4–6.4 posterior midgut, 8.2–8.8 (ref. 182)</td>
<td>NaCl, ND</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>Soil organism that grazes on fungal hyphae. Possible colloids from the food and soil in the gut.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mites</strong> (Oppia nitens)</td>
<td>Ventriculus and caeca, 5.4–6 Colon, 5.9–7.4 Post-colon, 6.3–8. In acaridid mites pH 4–7 from anterior to posterior, (^{181})</td>
<td>Large hindgut (in mmol L(^{-1})): Na(^{+}), 35; K(^{+}), 98 Cl(^{-}), 146 (ref. 61).</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), ND Mg(^{2+}), ND</td>
<td>Colloids from the liquid food (e. g., blood) of prey items.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Honeybee</strong> (Apis mellifera)</td>
<td>Anterior, middle and posterior ventriculus: pH 6.0, 5.7 and 5.6 respectively, (^{184}) Large hindgut, 6.0–8.0 (ref. 61).</td>
<td>No data on bees. Other insects (lepidopteran larvae), (^{185}) Na(^{+}), 1–1.3 mmol L(^{-1}) K(^{+}), 145–200 mmol L(^{-1})</td>
<td>Calcium ions (^{185}) Ca(^{2+}), 11–19.6 mmol L(^{-1})</td>
<td>Numerous surfactants present in insect digestive fluid. (^{52})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism (species)</th>
<th>Chemistry aspect critical in DLVO theory</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Ionic strength</th>
<th>Divalent ions</th>
<th>NOM/other colloids</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rainbow trout</strong></td>
<td>Stomach; pH 2–5 (ref. 186)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secreted mucus and organic matter from ingested food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Oncorhynchus mykiss)</td>
<td>Intestinal fluid; pH 8.5 (FW), pH 8.1 (SW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stomach (FW) in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 188): Na(^{+}), 140–170</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 190–225</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), Mg(^{2+}), 12–40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 55–7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intestinal fluid in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 187): Na(^{+}), 170 (FW), 20 (SW)</td>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 4 (FW), 1 (SW)</td>
<td>Intestinal fluid in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 187): Mg(^{2+}), &lt;1 (FW), 110 (SW)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 70 (FW), 50 (SW)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rat</strong></td>
<td>Stomach, pH 2.6–5.0 (ref. 189 and 190)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Secreted mucus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Rattus norvegicus)</td>
<td>Intestine, pH 6.5–7.8 (ref. 189 and 190)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stomach in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 190 and 191): Na(^{+}), 30.0–52.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 18.0–29.0</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 1.5–2.0</td>
<td>Secreted mucus, and organic matter from ingested food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 82.0–96.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PO(_4^{3-}), 3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small intestine in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 190 and 191): Na(^{+}), 113.0–153.0</td>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 6.0–52.0</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 0.25–8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 60.0–100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PO(_4^{3-}), 23.0–24.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chicken</strong></td>
<td>Proventriculus in chicken pH 2.1–3.8 (ref. 35 and 39)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intestine in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 192): Na(^{+}), 67–83</td>
<td>Intestine in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 193): filterable Ca(^{2+}), 17–11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Gallus gallus domesticus)</td>
<td>Intestine of chicken, pH 6.4–7.7 (ref. 192)</td>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 19–27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human</strong></td>
<td>Stomach: Fasted, pH 1.5–2; Fed pH 3–7 (ref. 194)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Simulated gastric fluid based on human in vivo data(^{196})</td>
<td>Simulated gastric fluid based on human in vivo data(^{196})</td>
<td>Secreted mucus and organic matter from ingested food.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Homo sapiens)</td>
<td>Small intestines: Fasted, pH 4–8, typical value 6.5 in the upper small intestine(^{195})</td>
<td></td>
<td>In mmol L(^{-1}): Na(^{+}), 72.2</td>
<td>In mmol L(^{-1}): Mg(^{2+}), 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fed, pH 3–7, typical value pH 5 in the upper small intestine(^{195})</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 70.2</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intestine in mmol L(^{-1}) (ref. 192): Na(^{+}), 123.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 7.8</td>
<td>Simulated intestinal fluid based on human in vivo data(^{196})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cl(^{-}), 55.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In mmol L(^{-1}): Mg(^{2+}), 0.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>K(^{+}), 7.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}), 0.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND, no data available, either not reported in the literature, or not measured in a quantitative way with appropriate concentration units. FW, freshwater. SW, seawater.
Ca$^{2+}$ or Mg$^{2+}$ (e.g., as water hardness,$^{52}$) and Na$^+$ (ionic strength or salinity,$^{27}$). These ideas have culminated in the biotic ligand model (BLM) which predicts metal exposure to the fish gut,$^{54}$ and also to aquatic invertebrates.$^{55}$ A gut BLM is not yet available and metal sources from ENMs are not currently included in the aquatic BLM model.

Alkaline pH values are also found in the intestines of fish and mammals, as well as parts of the gut in invertebrate species, with the intestinal fluid in fish reaching pH 8.5, and in posterior midgut of springtails reaching pH 8.8 (Table 1). Such alkaline conditions may preserve at least metal ENMs, since strong alkaline digestion methods are used to extract ‘intact’ ENMs from tissue (e.g., Ag NPs from fish liver.$^{56}$). However, the extreme ranges of pH from acid to alkaline would suggest that at some point during the transit through the gut, the ENM will be at a pH value close to its zero point of charge, where particle settling due to aggregation may occur. Metal ENMs are often designed so that they disperse at pH 7 in water, and so for example, Ag NPs that have a point of zero charge around pH 3,$^{57}$ might be expected to aggregate in the stomach of vertebrate animals.

2.2. The effect of luminal ionic strength and divalent ions

The ionic strength (NaCl) and divalent ion concentrations in the gut lumen of different animals are shown in Table 1. In the gut of vertebrate animals, the Na$^+$ concentration is typically more than 100 mmol L$^{-1}$ and the Cl$^-$ concentrations tens of mmol L$^{-1}$. According to DLVO theory, tens of millimoles of ionic strength will readily promote particle settling by aggregation and this has been demonstrated in gut salines used for vertebrate animals. For example, Al-Jubory and Handy$^{49}$ showed rapid particle settling of TiO$_2$ ENMs in the gut salines used for intestinal perfusions in trout, such that most of the particles had settled from the gut saline within 4 h, leading to exposure of the underlying tissue. In humans, the high ionic strength in combination with the low pH in simulated in vitro stomach fluids has been reported to lead to agglomeration of nanomaterials (i.e., Fe$_3$O$_4$, Ag, and SiO$_2$ nanomaterials in Di Silvio et al., Walzack et al., and Peters et al. respectively)$^{58-66}$ whereas the following in vitro intestinal environment led to deagglomeration of the particles.$^{59,60}$ The electrolyte concentrations in the gut lumens of invertebrate species are more varied, and they can be much higher than in mammals. For example, NaCl concentrations exceed 200 mmol L$^{-1}$ in isopods (Table 1), but values of tens of millimoles of Na$^+$ or Cl$^-$ are typical of invertebrates such as mites$^{61}$ and some insects.$^{52}$ However, for most of the invertebrate species investigated in this study, data in molar concentrations or similar relevant units for the gut ionic strength could not be found. Nevertheless, the threshold for particle settling due to NaCl concentrations is typically around 10 mmol L$^{-1}$ or more, so some particle settling is expected in the gut of most animals.

The divalent ions in the gut lumens include Ca$^{2+}$, Mg$^{2+}$, SO$_4^{2-}$, and PO$_4^{3-}$ (Table 1). In birds, mammals, and freshwater fish, the dissolved Ca$^{2+}$ and Mg$^{2+}$ concentrations in the gut lumen are generally a few millimoles, but much higher in seawater adapted fish that drink the surrounding medium (Table 1). Some animals precipitate calcium and magnesium carbonates in the lumen of the intestine as a means of removing secreted HCO$_3^-$ from the gut lumen as part of the animal’s acid–base balance strategy (fish,$^{63}$), or sometimes as phosphates (cows.$^{64}$). Consequently, some caution is needed when interpreting calcium and magnesium measurements in the gut lumen as ‘dissolved’ metal. For invertebrates, not many data are available specifically for divalent ions. For earthworms$^{65}$ and snails$^{66}$ values of 3.6 mmol L$^{-1}$ and 2.6 mmol L$^{-1}$ Ca$^{2+}$ respectively, were used to simulate gut fluid. Nonetheless, millimolar concentrations of other cations have been reported for some invertebrates (e.g. K$^+$ in isopods,$^{67}$ NH$_4^+$ in earthworms$^{68}$) (Table 1), and this would at least contribute to particle aggregation along with the NaCl present. The enhanced charge screening of ENMs due to divalent cations is well known in DLVO theory (see Handy et al.$^{31}$) and for metal ion adsorption to epithelial surfaces.$^{54}$ On an equimolar basis, the higher charge density of divalent cations relative to monovalent ions such as Na$^+$, will drive adsorption to the fixed negative charge of the particle, or the cell membrane in the case of epithelia. In reality, the ionic activity of all the competing cations in solution should be considered, and the mobility in water of the divalent metals relative to H$^+$, which is the fastest diffusing ion in solution.$^{53}$ As the mobile cations are attracted to the surface of fixed negative charge on the particle, the diffusible anions are excluded, and this contributes to the surface potential or zeta potential of the particles. Similarly, diffusible anion exclusion also contributes to the measurable Donnan potential (the voltage arising from the passive distribution of ions) on the surface of the gut mucosa (Fig. 1). In theory, these processes should also apply to divalent anions in the gut lumen being attracted to the surface of a material that has been manufactured with a positive coating or surface charge. So, one might expect phosphates and sulphates in the gut lumen to influence the behaviour of positively charged particles, leading to charge screening and eventually aggregation. However, these effects of anions appear not to have been investigated in biota for ENMs.

2.3. Dissolved organic matter and other colloids in the gut lumen

The presence of natural or ‘dissolved’ organic matter in freshwater is known to influence the agglomeration and aggregation behaviours of ENMs. There are many possibilities according to DLVO theory.$^{3,68}$ For example, the addition of humic acid can stabilise dispersions of ENMs, while the presence of larger colloids might cause particles to be ‘trapped’ in the colloid matrix by steric hindrance or electrostatic attraction (e.g., iron particles.$^{69}$). With respect to the gut lumen, the type of organic matter present will inevitably vary with the type of food item ingested and the feeding habits of the animal. The secretion of digestive juices is also a critical function of the
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The presence of food during digestion in the gut has also been suggested to reduce agglomeration of the nanoparticles, perhaps by stabilising the nanomaterial dispersion with organic matter through corona acquisition and steric hindrance. Surfactants are also secreted into the guts of many animals to prevent the digestive enzymes from precipitating, or to improve the digestion of lipophilic nutrients. These are natural dispersing agents that might also improve the dispersion of certain types of ENMs in the gut lumen. For humans at least, there is some evidence that bile salts might influence the aggregation behaviour and dispersion of ENMs in the gut lumen, but almost nothing is known of these processes with ENMs in the gut of wildlife. Given the small size of invertebrate animals, sometimes only a few microliters of luminal fluid can be collected, albeit with uncertainty about contamination of the sample with sloughed cells, mucus, etc. Consequently, most of the information on the enzymes and proteins secreted by the gut of small invertebrates is derived by semi-quantitative methods such as immunohistochemistry of the gut epithelium. Nonetheless, it is likely that the luminal protein concentrations, digestive enzymes, presence of salts, divalent ions, etc., together exceed by far the critical concentrations for particle settling according to DLVO theory. The gut, by its very nature, will contain high levels of solid phase food components such as fibre that may adsorb ENMs, as is known for other chemicals, but alternatively, dissolved organic carbon throughout the digestive tract might aid dispersion. Further research is needed to resolve these issues for most ENMs and species of animals.

2.4. Redox chemistry and the intestinal microbiome

Another factor that may influence the fate and behaviour of nanomaterials during gut transit are the prevailing redox conditions. The chemical composition of the ENM will impart aspects of its chemical reactivity, and ENMs, depending on their composition will undergo a range of reactions including oxidation, reduction, sulfidation, etc. From the type of microorganisms present in the lumen and redox potential measurements in the gut lumen, it is possible to deduce whether the gut is oxic or anoxic. In insects such as cockroaches, and also invertebrates that feed on poorly oxidized sediment, the gastrointestinal tract has mainly anoxic conditions; and even animals in well aerated conditions can have regions or areas within the gut which are mainly anoxic, as in case of isopods. Similarly, based on the presence of fermenting and/or obligate anaerobes, the distal parts of fish intestine, and the human colon, can be anaerobic. Anoxic conditions will favour reducing reactions, such as the reduction of silver nanoparticles to transform them to silver sulphide-containing particles. In the case of silver at least, this leads to a stable persistent form of Ag$_2$S particle, which has lower bioavailability to the gut than Ag NPs.

Limited research has been performed on how interactions between the gut microbiome and ENMs affects the ENM transformation, and thus bioaccessibility of the ENMs from the gut lumen matrix. The gut microbes are as a consortium of organisms involved in the digestion of the food and other processes. They can use carbon sources in the food directly, or the redox energy in the gut environment, to fuel their own energy metabolism. This might also include using the organic coatings on some ENMs as a carbon source (i.e., microbial degradation of the coating). Regardless, the microbial activity in the gut has the potential to alter the gut lumen chemistry, and certainly gut function. While the collection of data on the interaction between ENMs and gut microbes is at an early stage, there are some suggestions that ENMs might change the microbial community structure. Merrifield et al. demonstrated that the microbiome in the zebrafish gut following dietary Ag or Cu NP exposure varied, suggesting some effect relating to the chemical substance itself. However, the study also demonstrated that dietary CuSO$_4$ resulted in a different microbial biodiversity to that of Cu NPs; indicating a ‘nano
effect’ on the microbiome for the form of Cu presented to the fish. Whether or not such changes in the microbiome ultimately alter ENM bioavailability as well is currently unknown. The toxicological or nutrition consequences of such changing microbiology of the gut are also not clear. Important aspects, such as recolonization of the gut, or the evolution of a new steady state in the microbiome following ENM exposure have not been investigated.

2.5. Mucus and the unstirred layer

The fluid in the gut lumen faces the unstirred layer (USL) which forms over the epithelium (Fig. 1). The USL is a film of mucous liquid formed on the epithelium by the sol-gel properties of mucus and the surrounding media. It is typically a few micrometers in thickness.99 The USL is well-defined in vertebrate tissues and has not been studied in as much detail in the invertebrates most likely because of their small size and the difficulty of measuring ion activities, etc., without disturbing the USL. However, it is a fundamental physico-chemical phenomenon found on a wide variety of epithelia and other biological surfaces. Crucially, the microenvironment in the USL of the gut can be markedly different to the chemistry of the bulk luminal fluid.100 For example, the pH in the USL at the USL of the gut can be markedly different to the chemistry of the bulk luminal fluid.100 For example, the pH in the USL at the cell surface can remain neutral despite a lower or higher luminal pH.101 The USL generally has slower diffusion and therefore tends to concentrate solutes more than the bulk of the lumen. In the case of electrolytes, cations are drawn into the USL and anions, such as Cl−, tend to be excluded in favour of fixed negative charges of the mucus (see below) and the polyanionic ligands (glycocalyx) of cell surface. This leads to a Donnan potential of around 6–18 mV (Fig. 1, see Handy and Eddy for details on USL chemistry in aquatic species102). Studies on the movement of ENMs into the USL of the gut are presently lacking, but for example, shear forces at the luminal fluid-USL interface might drive peri-kinetic aggregation,31 so that ENMs concentrate in the USL. The effects of particle size, shape and surface charge have yet to be determined, but the viscosity of the USL might also tend to trap particles at the epithelial surface.

The mucus layer secreted by the epithelium is integral to the USL and its sol-gel properties. The hydrated mucus of vertebrate animals is typically around 97% water and contains mucoproteins, which are made of a peptide backbone with numerous polysaccharide side chains. The composition of mucus is very highly conserved across species, with the mucus produced by diverse organisms such as anemones, jellyfishes, molluscs, rainbow trout skin, pig and human gut, showing similarity in structure (see review on mucus103). From the viewpoint of metal ions, mucus is a polyanionic matrix that attracts metals according to their charge density and ionic mobility in solution relative to H+.53 Thus trivalent metals such as Al3+ are attracted into mucus more than say Cu2+ ions, and divalent ions much more than Na+ on an equimolar basis. Engineered nanomaterials that have a net positive surface charge, would in theory, be electrostatically attracted to the USL and the mucoproteins therein. Negatively charged particles might show some exclusion. In mammalian mucus at least, neutral or slightly negatively charged ENMs have been shown to interact minimally with the mucous layer, enabling quick access to the intestinal cells.104

Alternatively, since ENMs are much larger than solutes, they may physically tangle with the strands of mucus (steric hindrance). Decoration of nanomaterials with longer surface chains has been shown to decrease mucous penetration, most likely caused by entanglement of the surface groups in the mucous mesh. The average pore size of the mucous mesh in mammalian preparations is 100 nm,105–107 indicating potential access to the cell layer for nanomaterials <100 nm, the size cut-off value is suggested to lie around 500 nm.108 Whatever the mechanism, the precipitation of mucus with ENMs in gut preparations has been observed (TiO2,49 Ag NPs,94), such that typically two thirds of the exposure dose is sloughed from the epithelium. When this is coupled with aggregation of ENMs in the gut saline, the bioavailable fraction that is taken up into the tissue is often only a few percent of the initial dose in vivo.19 It is of course, one of the functions of the gut mucus to protect the underlying epithelium from chemical insult in the gut lumen, and this would seem to be the case also for ENMs.

3. Structural diversity of the gut barrier in animals and the uptake of ENMs

Once the ENMs are in the USL and in close contact with the extracellular matrix on the cell surface, then uptake at the apical membrane of the epithelial cells can potentially occur (Fig. 1). However, the precise route, and the overall permeability of the gut barrier for ENMs will depend on the anatomy of digestive system (Fig. 2). Arguably, the gut barrier has evolved from a single layer of tissue in the simplest invertebrates to the complex multi-layered structure found in vertebrate animals. However, the gut of many organisms shows facets that are relevant to uptake of ENMs.

3.1. The gut barrier in invertebrate species

Some key features of the gut barriers of invertebrates, and those particularly relevant for ENM uptake or particle processing, are shown in Table 2. In its simplest form in more primitive organisms like coelenterates (marine hydras, jellyfish, etc.), the gut epithelium is one cell layer thick and with a limited extracellular matrix. In this case, the gut is a relatively poor barrier to solutes, and possibly to ENMs, although permeability for ENMs has not been measured in these anatomically simple animals. However, other invertebrates have evolved complex extracellular matrices such as a layer of cuticle which lines the apical surface of the enterocytes (Table 2). In some cases, only minor parts of the gut are protected by a cuticle (Table 2). For example, the
stomach in gastropod snails is covered by a cuticle called the gastric shield, however the rest of the gut is lined with mucus, which is a physical and chemical barrier that limits access to epithelium. Mucus can be mainly secreted by mucocytes located in the gut epithelium, but some invertebrates additionally have salivary glands that produce mucous secretions. Alternatively, in many invertebrates both the fore- and hindgut epithelium are protected from the gut contents by the cuticle (Table 2). The composition of the cuticle varies among different phylogenetic groups (Fig. 2; Table 2). The cuticle which covers the foregut and hindgut is typically composed of three regions (fore-, mid-, and hind-gut) each with distinct functions and type of extracellular matrix. Potential uptake across epithelium is shown via receptor-driven endocytosis, phagocytosis or pinocytosis. Also, the protrusion of phagocytic cells to the gut lumen as part of the immune function is possible and being a potential pathway for the uptake of ENMs. The subsequent fate of ENMs after passing the epithelial barrier is shown depending on the absence of a body cavity (acoelomates), and presence of a pseudo cavity (pseudocoelomates) and with a true body cavity (coelomates) (after Sadava et al.218)
Table 2  The gut barrier of some invertebrate species used in eco/toxicity testing and particle-related processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism and plan of the gut</th>
<th>Structures in the gut barrier</th>
<th>Evidence of endocytosis-related mechanisms in the gut epithelium</th>
<th>Biomineralisation of metal granules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earthworms (<em>Eisenia fetida</em> and <em>Lumbriculus sp.</em>), foregut, midgut and hindgut. The foregut contains the buccal chamber, pharynx and anterior portion of oesophagus.</td>
<td>Peritrophic membranes: Over the midgut. The peritrophic membrane in some species also contain chitin.197,198 Cuticle: The foregut and hindgut are lined with non-chitinous cuticle.197 Mucus secretion: The pharyngeal glands secrete mucus.199 Epithelium and underlying tissue: Epithelial lining of glandular cells, and non-glandular ciliated cells.199 Muscular contractions of the gizzard mechanically grind up the food. Circular and longitudinal smooth muscle under the epithelium.</td>
<td>Digestion mostly extracellular with no evidence of phagocytosis or pinocytosis.71</td>
<td>The calciferous glands have type D granules composed of Ca. Chloragocytes contain two types of metal granules; the 'chloragosomes' which are type A granules containing P, Ca, Zn, Mg, Fe, and 'debris vesicles' which contain S.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic polychaete worms (<em>Arenicola marina</em>): Basic annelid plan of foregut, midgut and hindgut, similar to earthworms.</td>
<td>Active glycocalyx protects the intestine, rather than peritrophic membranes.202 The lumen of the pharynx and buccal cavity are lined with cuticle,203 and is composed of cross-linked collagens, cuticle proteins or 'cuticlins', glycoproteins and lipids.204</td>
<td>Epithelial cells are ciliated in parts of the gut. Circular and longitudinal smooth muscle under the epithelium. The buccal cavity and foregut secrete enzymes involved in digestion. The mid- and hindgut are restricted to absorption.</td>
<td>Ca and Mg rich phosphate granules in the proventriculus and muscle tissue.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundworms the gut of <em>Caenorhabditis elegans</em> comprises pharynx and buccal cavity, and a long tube of intestine, and short hindgut/rectum.202</td>
<td>A mucous and viscous material surrounds the fecal string in the gut appearing arranged like a peritrophic membrane which has no chitin and no microfibrils.198</td>
<td>The intestine has epithelial cells with a brush border and specialization cells involved in digestion. The pharynx is lined with muscle cells, but elsewhere the serosal surface is less protected.201</td>
<td>Phagocytosis occurs in the gut epithelial cells.202 Intracellular digestion is present in nematodes.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freshwater snails in <em>Lymnaea stagnalis</em> comprises of mouth and pharynx (buccal mass), the oesophagus, stomach, digestive gland, intestine, and anus.</td>
<td>Mol lacs lack hard chitinous cuticle. It was only found in the buccal cavity and in some cases the epithelium of the stomach in gastropods is covered by a cuticle called the gastric shield.199</td>
<td>The entire digestive system, with the exception of the gizzard and parts of the buccal cavity, is ciliated. A muscularis supports the epithelium. Food is ground with sand in the gizzard by muscular movements in the stomach.56 Sorting of food particles takes place in a complex system of ciliated passages in the pylorus.</td>
<td>Formation of Pb phosphate granules during metal exposures, crystalline pyromorphite.206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Note:** This table provides a summary of the gut barrier structures and functions in various invertebrate species used in eco/toxicity testing and particle-related processes.
Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism and plan of the gut</th>
<th>Structures in the gut barrier</th>
<th>Evidence of endocytosis-related mechanisms in the gut epithelium</th>
<th>Biominalisation of metal granules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrestrial isopod:</strong> <em>Porcellio scaber</em>, a straight tube consisting of a small foregut (oesophagus, and stomach or proventriculus), a junction with two pairs of tubular midgut glands, and a large hindgut (80–90% of the total length).</td>
<td>Fine mesh filters (mesh size 40–50 nm) prevents access of particles to digestive gland lumen.</td>
<td>No evidence of mucus production in gut.</td>
<td>Cu-, sulfur- and Fe-rich granules in cells of the digestive gland (type B and C granules).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water flea (Daphnia magna).</strong> The alimentary canal of <em>Daphnia</em> consists of a tube-shaped foregut, a midgut, and a short hindgut.</td>
<td>The tubular peritrophic membrane surrounds the food and extends through the midgut and hindgut.</td>
<td>No evidence of mucus production in gut.</td>
<td>No evidence of phagocytosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Springtail:</strong> <em>(Folsomia candida)</em> a foregut, an enlarged sac-like midgut, and a small tubular hindgut.</td>
<td>The midgut is protected by peritrophic membranes.</td>
<td>Nutrients are absorbed from the lumen by the midgut epithelium that consists of a single layer of simple columnar or cuboidal cells which bear numerous filament-like microvilli.</td>
<td>In case of cadmium exposure calcium-contain granules are formed in the midgut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mites (Oppia nitens):</strong> a foregut consisting of pharynx and oesophagus, a midgut composed of ventriculus, paired</td>
<td>The midgut in several <em>Acari</em> species is lined by a peritrophic membrane.</td>
<td>No evidence of phagocytosis or pinocytosis.</td>
<td>Midgut cells contain numerous ‘type A’ granules with Ca, Mg and K. Mineral aggregates (spherites) in the gut epithelium during metal exposure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The fore- and hindgut are lined by a cuticle. Gastrointestinal caeca consist of three parts: one dedicated to produce peritrophic membranes, a pair of small diverticula or hepatic caeca for secretion of digestive enzymes, and the third part for adsorption of substances. The inner surface of the midgut is folded and densely covered with numerous microvilli. The thin gut muscularis encircles the entire length of the midgut and caeca.
### Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structures in the gut barrier</th>
<th>Evidence of endocytosis-resecretion mechanisms in the gut epithelium</th>
<th>Biomineralisation of mucosal granules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epithelium and underlying tissue</td>
<td>The gut epithelium is as simple squamous epithelium, or cuboid in places, and a digestive cells have numerous microvilli.</td>
<td>Midgut and fat body digestive glands of mite, Fe, P, Ca, K, and also other metals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucus</td>
<td>No evidence of peritrophic envelope or membrane.</td>
<td>No evidence of peritrophic envelope or membrane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peritrophic membrane</td>
<td>Made of proteins (peritrophins) and chitin. There is a basal lamina which can have a thickness from 100–300 nm.</td>
<td>Midgut and hindgut and posterior midgut and posterior midgut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midgut and fat body digestive glands of mite</td>
<td>Pinocytotic vesicles were detected in digestive glands of mite Acanthoscelides a specific data for Opogona sp.</td>
<td>Pinocytotic vesicles were detected in digestive glands of mite Acanthoscelides a specific data for Opogona sp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindgut or anal atriun</td>
<td>There is a peritrophic envelope or membrane, chitin and lipids, as found in nematode worms, or (iii) a multi-layered mineralised cuticle made mainly of chitin as found in arthropods (Table 2, see Ruppert et al.; Brusca et al.112).</td>
<td>Midgut and hindgut and posterior midgut and posterior midgut.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The midgut epithelium is the absorptive epithelium and lacks a cuticle, instead it is separated from the lumen contents by peritrophic membranes (Table 2). While these peritrophic membranes have no associated cuticle, they may be with or without chitin (in Arthropoda and some annelids and nematodes, respectively). In some cases the peritrophic membrane may be permeated by microscopic pores (for example up to 35 nm for honey bee, up to 130 nm for daphnids). In crustacea, the peritrophic membrane is present in some species (e.g., Daphnia magna), but completely absent in others (terrestrial isopods e.g. Porcellio scaber). In the latter organisms, access of particles to the midgut cells is likely limited by a fine mesh filter positioned at the entrance to digestive glands. The mesh size of these filters was described as 40–50 nm, but, wolfram oxide fiber-like ENMs (mean diameter below 100 nm, their length was on the millimetre scale) were found inside the digestive gland lumen and attached on the cells.113

Clearly, the cuticle and/or any associated peritrophic membranes will vary in composition, thickness and the size of pores; and these factors are likely to be important in the physical access of ENMs to the apical surface of the gut epithelial cells. The structure of the cuticle also varies significantly in different regions of the gut. The isopod cuticle can be 1.5–3 μm thick and allows the passage of 0.7–1.9 nm particles, while 70–150 nm pore canals were found in the cuticle of some gut regions in mites with the cuticle thickness up to 0.8–2.5 μm. Beneath the epithelial cells typically lays the basal lamina, which can have a thickness from 100–300 nm in isopods (being regarded as outstandingly thick for invertebrates). The basal lamina is supposed to act like a charged sieve, in which the passage of macromolecules depends on its charge and porosity. In insects, for example, it has been shown that the basal lamina of the midgut prevented the passage of 6–15 nm gold nanoparticles.

### 3.2. The gut barrier of vertebrate animals

The gut barrier of vertebrate animals usually consists of: (i) a mucus layer over the epithelium; (ii) the gut epithelium which is responsible for absorbing nutrients from the gut lumen; (iii) a sub-mucosa of connective tissue that incorporates the essential vasculature needed to transport nutrients away from the absorptive epithelium (i.e. lymphatic drainage and capillary networks); (iv) the muscularis externa (inner circular muscle, outer longitudinal muscles) which is responsible for gut motility, and (v) an outer serosa that lubricates and protects the organ system from abrasion or other mechanical injuries during the movements of the gut. In most vertebrates, the gut epithelial cells of the intestine have microvilli to increase their surface area, with an oligosaccharide matrix on the surface (the apical or mucosal

---

Organised and plan of the gut

- **Oral cavity**
  - **Mouth cavity**
  - **Long thin tube**
  - **Crop or honey stomach**

- **Oesophagus**
  - **Long thin tube**

- **Gastric or stomach**
  - **Long thin tube**

- **Small intestine**
  - **Characters in the gut barrier**
    - **Peritrophic membrane**
    - **Epithelium**
    - **Basal lamina**

- **Large intestine**
  - **Characters in the gut barrier**
    - **Peritrophic membrane**
    - **Epithelium**
    - **Basal lamina**

- **Rectum**
  - **Characters in the gut barrier**
    - **Peritrophic membrane**
    - **Epithelium**
    - **Basal lamina**

- **Anus**
  - **Characters in the gut barrier**
    - **Peritrophic membrane**
    - **Epithelium**
    - **Basal lamina**
surface is often called the brush border). The multi-layered anatomy of the vertebrate gut provides a modest passive permeability for solutes and is regarded as a reasonably ‘tight’ epithelium with respect to solutes in the gut lumen. This general design of the layers constituting the vertebrate gut is reasonably well conserved within the vertebrates. However, within the classes of vertebrate animals there are also some differences in the functional anatomy of the gastro-intestinal tract and the accessory organs (liver, pancreas, etc.) due to the diverse feeding habits of the animals.

Teleost fishes can have six major anatomical sections to the digestive tract.\textsuperscript{119,120} These are the buccal cavity (mouth), oesophagus, stomach, pyloric (anterior intestine), mid and hind intestine. However, with some 38,000 species of fishes it is perhaps no surprise that there are some very diverse anatomies.\textsuperscript{111} In some herbivores (e.g. carp species) the stomach pouch may be less distinct or absent with the stomach being simply a continuous tube with the rest of the intestine. In carnivores that use acid digestion (e.g. trout), the stomach is usually well defined, while omnivores may show an intermediate anatomy. Notably, the volume of lymphatic drainage in fishes and some amphibians far exceeds anything that a mammal could achieve. These former animals may therefore take up dispersed materials faster than anticipated by their body temperature/metabolic rate. In many lower vertebrates, the gut anatomy can be transient or seasonal with the food supply. Only birds and mammals tend to maintain the gut anatomy in a constant state of readiness to absorb substances from the gut lumen. Thus, feeding status will be a critical factor in the passive gut permeability of some fishes, amphibians and especially reptiles.

With respect to mammals, the laboratory rat has been used as a model for the dietary uptake of pollutants for many years (e.g. metals\textsuperscript{122} and organic chemicals\textsuperscript{121}). The gross anatomy is similar to human anatomy with the mouth, oesophagus, stomach, an absorptive small intestine (duodenum, jejunum, ileum), the large intestine (caecum leading to colon), and the rectum. However, there are many functional differences in the rat gut physiology compared to humans.\textsuperscript{124} The topography and spatial arrangement of the vertebrate gut can influence the transit time of particulate materials; but in the small intestine, solutes and particulate materials may be absorbed. There is some controversy on the total surface area of the small intestine in humans, as it is estimated at 250–300 m\textsuperscript{2}, but more recent at \sim 30 m\textsuperscript{2}. Microfold cells (commonly referred to as M-cells) are associated with the Peyers’ patches in humans and rats.\textsuperscript{125} M-cells are involved in the active transport of ENMs over the gut barrier.\textsuperscript{127–129} Mammals as terrestrial animals must conserve water by reabsorbing any fluids secreted into the lumen during digestion as well as osmotically drying the faeces. There is generally a net secretion of watery fluid into the lumen of the stomach and small intestine of mammals, but it is removed in the large intestine. Consequently, like freshwater fishes, the prospect of passive net uptake of nanomaterials by solvent drag processes in the small intestine of mammals is not likely. However, solvent drag would be theoretically possible in the large intestine where water is reabsorbed.

Birds comprise a wide range of species and their digestive tract is very adjustable, changing according to food availability,\textsuperscript{130} but also, for instance, in relation to wintering conditions,\textsuperscript{131} migration\textsuperscript{132} and moulting.\textsuperscript{133} Thus the readiness of the absorptive epithelium to take up ENMs will likely vary with these conditions, although it has not been specifically investigated. The digestive tract of birds consists of different regions, with specific functions: oesophagus, crop, proventriculus, ventriculus or gizzard, duodenum, jejunum, ileum, caeca and colon. It is known that the grain size of the food particles can alter the nutritional performance of poultry.\textsuperscript{134} However, the absorption efficiency of ENMs or how much they are taken up in the different regions of the gut in birds has not been investigated. The oesophagus contains a fold of tissue called the crop where food can be temporarily stored, before being released onwards to the stomach or gizzard. Whether or not ENMs incidentally stored in the crop are modified is unknown. Mucus is also secreted into the oesophagus in order to transport the food to the gizzard, and the concerns for ENMs in mucus (above) also apply to the gut of birds. The oesophagus widens into the proventriculus which secretes enzymes and acids for the digestion of the food. Following this, the food will go to the ventriculus/gizzard which is the part of the stomach that will mechanically grind and mix the food. This grinding can be relatively harsh in order to break up the hard grains of wheat seeds, etc., that birds may eat and so there is a prospect also of mechanical and chemical erosion of ENMs in this stage of the gut. In the small intestines (duodenum, jejunum and ileum) further digestion takes place of the food. In the duodenum digestive enzymes are being released and the bile duct also enters the gastrointestinal tract here. The caeca are blind pouches at the end of the small intestines where further digestion of the food can take place, and where water is reabsorbed.\textsuperscript{133} Similar to mammals, the net fluid secretion into the small intestine would prevent the passive uptake of ENMs by solvent drag, but in the lower reaches of the intestine and colon some absorption might be possible. The colon, which can be relatively short in birds, is where further water is reabsorbed. The net fluid influx would promote ENM movement onto the epithelium. Unfortunately, dietary studies on birds, so far, have tended not to characterise the ENMs in the food, or include metal salt or bulk material controls in the study design, so drawing nano-specific conclusions is problematic. Nonetheless, there are some tentative suggestions that some ingested ENMs might alter the weight gain and food conversion ratio of young poultry (e.g., chromium-containing ENMs,\textsuperscript{136}).

### 3.3. Uptake of engineered nanomaterials into the gut epithelial cells

Regardless of the species of organism, there are fundamentally two potential routes to cross the gut
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vertebrate epithelial cells includes macropinocytosis, clathrin-active mechanisms of vesicular uptake of ENMs by the gut of engineered liposomes (in vitro) diffusion to other materials, or from caution is needed when extrapolating the idea of lipophilic rather than be transported as intact liposomes. Regardless, fuse with the apical membrane to release their contents, ENMs are far too big.11 For spherical lipophilic materials, membrane of gut epithelial cells is excluded because the tight junctions within tight junctions is narrow (e.g., 6–7 nm in rat intestine). Some studies have reported that transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) declines during the exposure of confluent monolayers of gut cells to ENMs (e.g., gold NPs on Caco-2 cells) and take this as evidence that the tight junctions are permeable to ENMs. However, this is often erroneous thinking. Firstly, because the innate permeability of any epithelium can only be shown after measuring the resistance and voltage under short circuit conditions (see the original paper on frog skin by Ussing and Zerahn). These conditions are often not met or demonstrated in routine cell culture. Secondly, the dissipation of any apparent TEER is more likely to do with solvent drag and water permeability of epithelium (see review), not the movement of the ENM per se. In perfused intestines net water flux through the tissue can alter during ENM exposure and be in the opposite direction to the measured uptake of total metal from metal-containing ENMs (TiO₂), so changes in TEER should be interpreted more carefully.

If paracellular uptake is excluded or limited, then uptake through the gut epithelial cells is the most likely route to the serosal compartment. In vertebrates, extracellular digestion is prevalent where secreted enzymes degrade food particles in the gut lumen and smaller molecules (sugars, amino acids, etc.) are then taken up by cells. Therefore, vertebrate enterocytes are regarded as ‘non-phagocytic’. Nonetheless, the possible active mechanisms of vesicular uptake of ENMs by the gut of vertebrate epithelial cells includes macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis and caveola-mediated endocytosis (reviews). In some special cases, such as bacterial infection in the gut, immune dendritic cells can protrude to the apical surface of the gut between two adjacent enterocytes as demonstrated with monolayers of Caco-2 cells. While the extent of this latter phenomena is unclear for vertebrate animals, the phagocytosis of ENMs is theoretically possible via this route, and especially in some invertebrates (see below).

Uptake of ENMs on solute transporters in the cell membrane of gut epithelial cells is excluded because the ENMs are far too big. For spherical lipophilic materials, such as pristine C60 particles with a size of ~0.7 nm, it has been shown that they translocate through the artificial lipid bilayer in a manner consistent with diffusion. However, pristine C60 might be a special case, and for example, engineered liposomes (~100–200 nm) are often designed to fuse with the apical membrane to release their contents, rather than be transported as intact liposomes. Regardless, caution is needed when extrapolating the idea of lipophilic diffusion to other materials, or from in vitro models with artificial media to the in vivo situation. However, most of the effort on mechanisms of ENM uptake comes from studies on rodent gut, fish gut, or gut cell lines such as the Caco-2 cell culture and co-culture variants of this model. For example, nystatin, a putative caveola-mediated endocytosis inhibitor, blocks Ti uptake during TiO₂ exposures in perfused intestine preparations from trout. Similar pharmacological studies have been done with Caco-2 cells along with electron microscopy to capture vesicular formation at the cell membrane. However, one should remember that most of the mammalian cell lines are derived from carcinoma tissue and may not show ‘comparable’ endocytosis processes to primary cell cultures or in vivo. Nonetheless, endocytosis is an active, energy-dependent, receptor-driven process and is implicated in the uptake of different ENMs (reviewed in detail by des Rieux et al.). Albeit, with some uncertainty about how ENMs might interact with the membrane receptors involved.

In contrast to vertebrates, there are few pharmacological or kinetic studies on the gut uptake mechanisms of ENMs in invertebrate species. This is partly because their small size makes techniques such as gut perfusions challenging, but also because cell cultures of gut cells from invertebrate species are not routinely available. Nonetheless, several invertebrate species possess phagocytosis or pinocytosis in the gut epithelium (Table 2). These organisms can also have ‘intracellular digestion’ where food material is only partly digested in the gut lumen and the resulting food particles are taken up by phagocytosis or pinocytosis and digested intracellularly by cells in the lumen. Intracellular digestion primarily occurs in primitive unicellular animals (like Protozoa, e.g., Amoeba) as well as some organisms without a true gut (Porifera, e.g., sponges). From the viewpoint of evolution, intracellular digestion was first assisted by amoeboïd cells in the gut lumen, then gradually evolved to be entirely replaced by extracellular digestion in the gut lumen. Some invertebrate groups, however, have retained some mechanisms of intracellular digestion in co-existence with extracellular digestion. The cells involved in intracellular digestion can be “wandering” amoeboïd cells, or gut epithelial cells that phagocytose food. In a recent review on the phagocytosis in enteric cells, Hartenstein et al. refers to two types of phagocytic cells differing in terms of the size of particles they take up: (i) cells that perform phagocytosis of large particles (even particles almost the size of a cell) that are sequestered in large phagosomes, and (ii) cells that are involved mainly in uptake of smaller particles ending up in endocytic vesicles. The intracellular digestion has been related most to the type of food collected, being more commonly observed in organisms that have fine sorting systems of food and those that suck partly-digested food. Some examples of organisms with evident presence of phagocytosis were found in Rotifera (e.g., Brachionus), Platyhelminthes (e.g., planarians), many classes of Mollusca (especially Bivalvia and Gastropoda), Cnidaria (e.g., jellyfish), Ctenophora (e.g., comb jellies), and some blood sucking.
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Nematoda species. Annelids predominately have extracellular digestion, but some members like marine polychaetes phagocytose food particles. In the majority of Arthropoda (crustaceans, insects), except for Arachnida (spiders, mites), the digestion is considered predominately extracellular but also here some evidence of pinocytosis does exist. Clearly, where phagocytosis or pinocytosis mechanisms exist in the gut of invertebrates, ENMs may follow the same route of intracellular uptake as food particles. The extent to which this is possible will depend on the type of phagocytosis and the predominant type of digestion. However, this has yet to be demonstrated in the gut of most invertebrates for ENMs.

4. Export from the gut to the internal organs

While the uptake of ENMs into gut epithelial cells likely occurs by endocytosis and related mechanisms, this step either deposits the ENM inside the epithelium, and/or ENMs could continue through the cell (transcytosis) to the other side (i.e., the serosal compartment of vertebrates, or through basal membrane of invertebrates). Export from the gut epithelial cells to blood or lymphatic vessels of the serosal compartment in case of vertebrates, or directly to the extracellular fluid of invertebrates, is indicated by the presence of ENMs in internal organs in a range of animals (e.g., fish, rats, humans). The conventional thinking for solutes is that export from the epithelial cells to the blood side is against the electrochemical gradient, and is often an energy-dependent and rate limiting step in the uptake of chemicals. This also applies to vesicular trafficking to the serosal compartment (Fig. 1), or basal membrane, where energy would be required to fuse and empty the contents of any intracellular vesicle into extracellular fluid and/or surrounding tissues (e.g., loose connective tissue) beneath the epithelium. Indeed, energy-dependent vesicular trafficking of metals such as Cu is long established. The only requirement for ENM uptake is that the ENM can also access the endogenous trafficking systems of gut epithelial cells, and this seems to be the case.

For the invertebrates, when the ENMs have transversed the epithelial cells via endocytosis, or similar mechanisms, they most probably do not move freely in the extracellular fluid, but are taken up again by cells (e.g., haemocytes) responsible for recognition of ‘non-self material.’ These cells are broadly analogous in function to the macrophages in the immune system of vertebrate animals. This has been evidenced in vivo in the case of haemocytes in insect larvae and mussels. There are also numerous in vitro data reporting ENM uptake by the haemocytes of invertebrates. The fate of ENMs in extracellular fluid will partly depend on the local immune response, and any congestion of haemocytes (or similar cells) in the tissue to remove foreign material. Similar arguments could be applied to vertebrate animals when the ENMs arrive in the blood supply or lymphatics, since, for example, macrophages can engulf ENMs. A detailed discussion of immune systems is beyond the scope here, but there are substantial differences in the components that make up the immune systems of vertebrates and invertebrates. For example, invertebrates do not have the range of functions found in the white blood cells of mammals, and they do not have antibodies per se. The immune response of different organisms to chemicals is also dependent on this phylogeny of the immune system functions (e.g., with pesticides), but the importance of differences in how the immune systems of animals enable ENM uptake across the gut and distribution in the tissues requires further investigation.

The concerns raised regarding pH, ionic strength, divalent ions and organic matter in the gut lumen (Table 1), also apply to the extracellular fluid or haemolymph. The pH values of extracellular fluids are usually in the neutral range (e.g., pH 7.4 in humans, pH 7.8 in freshwater trout and crayfish), and therefore less likely for any organic surface coating of ENMs to be ionised, i.e., perhaps close to the point of zero charge where aggregation can occur. For invertebrates, the NaCl concentrations typically exceed 100 mmol L$^{-1}$ (i.e., high ionic strength), except insects which have high KCl concentrations in their body fluids, and with millimolar concentrations of divalent ions or higher also present. Similarly, vertebrate blood has around 140 mmol L$^{-1}$ as NaCl concentrations. Consequently, ENMs, when present, are likely to aggregate in the extracellular fluid of both invertebrate and vertebrate animals.

The distribution of ENMs around the body and to the different internal organs will depend on the body design of the animal and the presence and/or type of circulatory system. Some groups (aceleomate, for example flatworms and sponges) lack an enclosed fluid-filled body cavity and do not have a circulatory system. In this case ENMs that potentially cross the gut barrier are more probably retained locally at the site of entry and entrapped in phagocytic cells, such as in the macrophage-like cells and granule-containing cells of sponges. On the other hand, in organisms with a pseudo body cavity (pseudoaceleomate, e.g., roundworms) and true body cavity (aceleomate, e.g., earthworms), the extracellular fluid could transmit cells with ENMs to other sites internally (Fig. 2). For animals with open circulatory systems (e.g., in molluscs and arthropods) the ENM is likely to be moved around more rapidly by the bulk transport of the body fluids. In animals with closed circulations, where the arterial and venous systems are joined in a continuous circuit (as in earthworms, squid, octopus and vertebrate animals), it implies that the blood vessels provide an additional barrier. However, the volume of distribution for animals exposed in vivo to ENMs has mostly not been measured. Engineered nanomaterials can cause damage to the vascular system in fish, or accumulate at the site of injection in dosimetry investigations, but there are no large scale defects in cardiovascular functions reported so far. There is also a concern that the aggregation of ENMs in...
the body fluids will result in aggregates that adsorb to the surface of the blood cells, with the latter subsequently controlling the fate of ENMs in the circulation. However, the precise fraction of ‘free’ ENMs compared to adsorbed ENMs in the body fluids has not been determined in vivo in most animals. Also, any damaged blood cells with ENMs adsorbed to their surface might be removed by the spleen of vertebrate animals (e.g., Cu NPs in fish\textsuperscript{168}), and perhaps by haemolysis and formation of nodules in invertebrates. Thus, the distribution of ENMs to the internal organs may be a limited portion of the original exposure dose.

Furthermore, many invertebrate species have the ability to store dissolved metals as granules by biomineralisation processes (Table 2). Fish can sometimes also make metal storage granules in the liver.\textsuperscript{169} However, these granules should not be misinterpreted as stored internalised ENMs. In the case where the ENMs dissolve to ions (e.g., in the acidic stomach pH) and the metal is subsequently taken up in the ionic form, it is expected that these ions might be mineralised and stored, especially by the invertebrates.\textsuperscript{170} Interestingly, in the case of at least one ENM where there was no dissolution (and therefore no re-mineralisation), the particles were not retained in the tissues in vivo in terrestrial isopods (CoFe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} NPs\textsuperscript{171}). A review of the uptake and excretion kinetics of ENMs in invertebrates is reported elsewhere (see van den Brink et al.\textsuperscript{172}).

5. Conclusions

The gut lumen chemistry of animals inevitably plays a critical role in the behaviour of ENMs in the gastrointestinal tract. From the viewpoint of DLVO theory, despite the diverse structural anatomies of the gut barrier of animals, there are some common features in the gut lumen chemistry including: high ionic strength, the presence of divalent ions and natural organic matter from food and other colloids, that together will mainly promote particle aggregation and settling in the luminal contents as well as onto the USL on the surface of the gut epithelium. The low pH in the stomach of vertebrates and other equivalent low pH regions of invertebrate gut will promote the dissolution of some metallic ENMs, with the possibility of both dissolved and particulate metal uptake in the gastrointestinal tract. The redox chemistry of the gut tends to promote reducing conditions where ENMs could be transformed (e.g., by reduction with sulphide) and the diverse organic matter in the gut will contribute in, as yet, unquantified ways to a modified corona on the ENMs. However with regard data gaps on gut lumen chemistry, the molar concentrations of NaCl, Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and Mg\textsuperscript{2+} in the gut lumen of terrestrial invertebrates are not well reported (Table 1); partly because the small size of the animals presents a challenge for the reliable collection of the luminal fluid. It is also surprising that information on the gut lumen chemistry is limited for Daphnia magna as one of the most widely used organism for aquatic toxicity tests. Data on dissolution rates of ENMs in physiological salines that mimic the gut lumen of invertebrate species are also needed.

The USL has the potential to concentrate ENMs, but it is also a protective layer. In animals that produce mucus, the sloughing of mucous secretions protects the underlying epithelium, and together with particle settling in the gut lumen, the overall effect is to reduce the bioavailability of most ENMs to the epithelium to a fraction of the ingested dose. Apart from a few studies on fish or rats, more measurements of the gut surface-associated fraction of ENMs is needed in order to understand how much of the potentially labile pool of surface adsorbed ENMs is available for true uptake. The effects of ENMs on mucus secretion rates and intestinal sloughing is also poorly understood. The various extracellular matrices, such as the cuticle of invertebrates, also likely serve to limit the access of ENMs to the underlying epithelial cells. However, more measurements of particle interactions with cuticle, and peritrophic membranes are needed, especially with respect to the integrity and apparent permeability of these matrices in the presence of ENMs.

The mechanisms of ENM uptake by gut epithelial cells is most well-known for mammalian models and these include active uptake by receptor-mediated endocytosis pathways and/or macropinocytosis. While these mechanisms also exist in the gut of invertebrates, it is also crucial to understand that many invertebrates have another potential pathway – the uptake of ENMs via the ‘intracellular digestion’ process including phagocytosis and pinocytosis by cells in the gut lumen, and subsequent delivery to, and across, the epithelium. The importance of this pathway for invertebrates requires further research. Rarely, for a few pristine very small lipophilic materials such as C\textsubscript{60}, diffusional uptake across the gut epithelium may occur, but this phenomenon, which has mostly been demonstrated with artificial lipid bilayers, needs to be explored in vivo in the complex chemical matrix of the gut lumen. Care also needs to be taken with electrophysiology and its interpretation. Paracellular uptake of ENMs is not likely in a healthy epithelium, and TEER measurements alone that relate to electrolyte/water flux do not inform on the integrity of the paracellular route for ENMs. Transcellular uptake via vesicular-dependent pathways remains the most likely route to cross the gut epithelium of animals. The basal lamina acts as a barrier to the serosal compartment in many animals, and in invertebrates where the gut epithelium is in direct contact with underlying loose connective tissue or muscle fibres, there are immune phagocytic cells that will remove ENMs from the extracellular fluid. Such housekeeping roles of the immune system and the propensity of particle settling in the high ionic strength of extracellular fluid will limit the distribution of ENMs in animals. The role of all the blood cells for the incidental transport and distribution of ENMs to the internal organs requires more investigation. However, at least some measurements such as single particle inductively coupled mass spectrometry (spICP-MS) are detecting ENMs inside some internal organs or tissues. Invertebrates especially, have
the ability for biogenic mineral formation and any nano scale granules present in the tissue may not be the original ENMs.
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